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IndoNostalgia Run 46 – September 2014
September in Sardinia
Italy, eventually floating into Cagliari by
ferry.
Those of sane mind flew there on Easy
Jet.

Lanusei – Hares: Blowback
and Georgio

“Never heard of it”, says I to U-Bend, a
few months before, in the darkness of
Dili, “so that’s a good reason for us to
go.”
The ‘Railway Children’ thought that
too, so Bear, Ferret, Diplomat, Bluto,
Pugwash and the indefatigable Great
White Hope headed off by train with
their multi-interchangeable, old farts,
cheepie Euro Rail Passes and headed
there by way of just about everywhere in

Sardinia is the land of the siesta.
Shopkeepers open at nine, closing again
at eleven for the early afternoon snooze,
creaking the doors open again about
four-ish, giving just enough time to sell a
few trinkets before closing for dinner.
History abounds for the retail therapy
challenged hasher. Sardinia was once
Roman, then Spanish, and has been
fought over more times than the Holy
Land.
Castles
and
amphitheatres,
ancient streets and alleyways abound in
the big town Cagliari (Don’t pronounce
the ‘G’) and (Bear please note) the busses
work quite well. Food and vino is of the
finest quality and priced for the meanest
Scottish
pocket.
This
gourmand
absolutely fell for the horse steak and
onions washed down by craggy red plonk
at 11 Euros a litre….
Like the wine, Sardinia is CRAGGY
which makes driving a tiresome process
which we all found out as the bedraggled

columns of hire cars turned north and
slightly east to reach Lanusei, a crazy
place bolted onto the side of a hill, which
of course lay beneath an even bigger hill,
but at least there was a view of the
Mediterranean way, way, way down
below.

None more so than Sperm Whale and
Mashed Potato

The beer, ICHNUSA, isn’t much to
write home about but it does the job:

Fed and watered the pack prepared to
run??

Hmmm…so this is what we were running
for.
But first, Friday night grub was in a wee
café where it was so dark the pictures
are
all
crap..PASS.
Hangovers
abounding, a steep, Saturday morning,
rendezvous up from one hotel to the
other led to a clanky old bus which took
us UP UP UP out of Lanusei to a very
wooded ‘Archeological Park’….lunch was
served (salami, cheese and tomato buns
and beer) and hashers prepared for the
run:

Whilst Bear, sat on a rok, and
contemplated nature….

Off into the forested hills, but Antar
didn’t get very far…..

It was all the GM’s doing of course and
he deserved the first beer for a fine
run…

But those that did, were rewarded
with a fine view….

…but there were those amongst the
pack who challenged his rule..

..at which point Zorro and this scribe
decided to sort him out….

The day done grub followed in
awesome quantities…

(but I think this was on Sunday evening
NOT Saturday!)
..much to the amusement of Ferret
and Great White Hope!

Never mind, let’s call it artistic license.
After our sojourn into the hills ABOVE
Lanusei the Sunday ‘Run’ had the same
parameters as the day before, UP UP UP
UP…this time from the lower hotel to the
UPPER guest house….but despite the
forces of gravity it was a cracker…giving
us an insight into the nooks and
crannies of the steep little town that
Lanusei is….
UP UP UP

Diplomat takes a rest

There was a feeling of HILARITY in
the circle:

The ‘Walking Stickers’ found a flat
bit…
Kermit got in the act too…

On the way to Sunday’s BEER

…and Great White Hope and Googly
had some reflective moments…

Great White Hope was, unknown to us,
on his last hash, drinking, joking,
laughing and singing his way to eternity.
Bear wrote some fine words shortly after
he died. I can do no more than to repeat
them here:
“It's simply that I am not sure how many people
have been told of Mike's aka The Great White Hope's
passing and the circumstances.

And some harriettes enjoyed some
beer too….

His health had noticeably deteriorated this year - he
was more out of breath, unsteady on his feet and
unable to walk more than 50 yards without a rest.
Scotland had been his last trip with his Hash/Train
Set mates; then Wales and then Italy/Sardinia. His
determination and spirit to travel kept over-riding
his physical frailties. Why not when you've got young
guys of 68-75 to carry your bags, share taxis, and
generally look after you?

His family wondered whether he should really be
going and the medical signs were not good. All of
this he chose to ignore. He had been quite ill the day
before we left (Gatwick to Bari) but didn't mention
this until we were in the air. Three days into the trip
he did have a small fall resulting in minor cuts and
abrasions which we were able to deal with. But in
Matera he trod on probably the only loose cobble
stone on the steps down to Sassi. There was a loud
audible crack as his head hit the step. We applied a
cold compress, stopped the bleeding, cleaned him up
and tended to the wound on the top/back of his
head.

So fellow hashers this brief photo essay
will serve to catalogue the sweat, smiles
and beers of a great weekend…..now the
sad bit.

Bluto insisted that he went to Hospital for some
stitches but he adamantly refused. He said he was
OK - no blurred vision and no headaches. So
Pugwash put on some iodine - he didn't like that! pinched the wound together and covered it with a
lint dressing. We didn't have any plasters so we used
masking tape borrowed from the hotel and then put
a shower cap on his head. It was again suggested
that he should see a doctor. " I want to finish my last
trip - I'm fine." The next day I suggested that he

curtail his trip and fly home from Naples. " No way - I
want to stay with my mates and finish my last big
one. UK coach trips only in the future."
He couldn't cope with the hills in Sardinia but our
kind friends in Lanusei ferried him around all
weekend. He was getting very tired and his blood
circulation was poor. Back in Cagliari his health
deteriorated badly- some thought he wouldn't make
the night but somehow he did. We thought that they
might not allow him on the plane but they did. He
had one orange juice and was asleep for the rest of
the flight.

This is dedicated to Great White Hope-a,
That exceedingly excellent Hasher,
The last song he sang was Mirato Maree,
Mirato Mirato Maree-o.

The taxi dropped Bluto off before going to Mike's
house. Pugwash nearly got him to the back door. "
It's good to be home" he said but then slumped a bit.
Pugwash and the taxi driver took him a few steps
further when he became dead weight. The
paramedics, and the hospital tried many times to
resuscitate him but his heart was to weak to sustain
him.
In 1985 Mike whilst hashing in the Malaysian jungle
collapsed with a severe heart attack. He was flown
to Sydney where he had a triple heart by-pass
operation. Over the years he has had heart monitors,
pacemakers, peritonitus, and many other health
setbacks and has literally been 'the cat with nineteen
lives' The autopsy reveals that the cause of death
was a simple failure of his heart - it had just worn
out. There was no heart attack and he died pain-free
and peacefully as in his sleep.
Somehow the unknown spirit in him had allowed him
to finish the trip and get home. Once achieved I
believe that his inner spirit released his body. I think
that's what he wanted.
Two other interesting points: he had talked to Bluto
and I whilst in Italy about planning his funeral. Gut
feeling? And his Dad had died of a heart attack in
Italy - not for him!”

Scribes: Shamcock & U-Bend.

